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The idea that measured procyclical productivity results from unmeasured changes in labor effort

and capital utilization is an old one. It has been present at least since the early discussions of Okun's Law

and the short-run increasing returns to labor (SRIRL) puzzle. Recently, however, various authors have

put forward alternative explanations of procyclical productivity. Researchers on "real business cycles"

assume that fluctuations in measured productivity represent real changes in the technological production

possibilities of the economy. However, the Solow residual still appears significantly procyclical in

response to shocks that can be identified as not being technological in nature (Hall, 1988, 1990; Evans,

1992). This finding leaves two major competing hypotheses. One is that the correlation of the Solow

residual with exogenous demand-side instruments is evidence of imperfect competition, increasing

returns, or both: a position taken by Hall (1988, 1990). The other is the standard, older interpretation: that

procyclical productivity results from cyclical factor utilization, and Hall's estimates of the markup and

increasing returns are biased because they do not take this into account.

This criticism of Hall's work was made by Abbott, Griliches, and Hausman (1988) and has

recently been restated by Gordon (1992). Shapiro (1993) has made a similar argument with respect to

cyclical capital utilization. He argues that correcting for changes in the number of shifts worked over the

business cycle eliminates the evidence for increasing returns that Hall cites.
1 Rotemberg and Summers

(1990) show that a combination of rigid prices, rationed quantities, and labor hoarding is sufficient to

explain procyclical productivity, even if firms do not have market power in the sense of facing a

downward-sloping demand curve.

One of the problems with this literature is that the same evidence is often interpreted as favoring

one or the other of these hypotheses, since they have very similar predictions for a wide class of

phenomena. For example, Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (1993) interpret results much like Hall's

- the correlation between the Solow residual and government spending - as evidence of labor hoarding.

Bernanke and Parkinson (1991) have interpreted the correlation of sectoral productivity with aggregate

t However, Shapiro is careful to note that his results do not necessarily contradict Hall's hypothesis of imperfect
competition, depending on what the compensation is for the extra shifts worked. If the marginal cost of higher factor
utilization is zero, but output is sold at a price substantially higher than zero, Hall's (1988) hypothesis can explain the
failure of invariance of the revenue-based Solow residual (though not of the cost-based Solow residual).

activity during the Great Depression - which they argue could not have been caused by technological

regress - as evidence favoring labor hoarding. On the other hand, Caballero and Lyons (1990, 1992)

and Bartlesman, Caballero, and Lyons (1991) have used a similar set of results as evidence for large

productive externalities, a reinterpretation of Hall's finding of increasing returns. They argue that labor

hoarding should be a function only of a sector's own activity, and hence should not be correlated with the

activities of other sectors. However, Sbordone (1992) shows that the Caballero and Lyons results may

well be a consequence of labor hoarding when the level of aggregate activity contains information about

future sectoral demand.

My goal in this paper is to develop a new test of the labor hoarding hypothesis that nests

imperfect competition and increasing returns as alternative possibilities.2 Under a particular

parameterization, the test also suggests a measure of the extent of unmeasured productive inputs of labor

and capital. 3 The central insight of the paper is that firms may extract unmeasured services from their

own capital stocks or from workers with whom they have a long-term relationship, but that in order to

produce greater output, they need more materials input.4 Thus, materials input is an index of unmeasured

capital and labor input.

If the view that cyclical productivity is largely due to unobserved factor utilization is correct, then

one would expect materials input to be more procyclical than measured inputs of capital and labor. This

is in fact true. But this is not enough to confirm that there is cyclical factor utilization: that is only one of

four possible explanations for this finding.

First, it might be the case that the business cycle is driven by technological shocks that affect the

productivity of capital or labor (or both), but not materials. This possibility must be taken seriously: I

2 I do not test Caballero and Lyons's hypothesis of productive externalities because I have shown in other work with
John G. Fernald (Basu and Femald, 1993b) that their finding of significant externalities does not survive the use of
the correct gross output data in place of their value added data.
3 Abbott et. al. (1988) do suggest a way to discriminate between labor hoarding and increasing returns, by including
the measure of hours per worker as a right-hand-side variable that is supposed to be a proxy for labor hoarding. I
suggest a different test.
4 A similar idea is behind the use of electricity consumption data asa proxy for output in some industries in the
monthly index of industrial production, and the use of electricity as a proxy for capital utilization by Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967). I propose a procedure that is much broader, and which also allows me to investigate cyclical
fluctuations in labor utilization.
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control for it by using demand-side instruments similar to those advocated by Hall (1988, 1990) and

Burnside et. al. (1991).

Second, materials growth is a complete measure of unobserved inputs of the other factors only if

firms literally cannot substitute between capital and labor (or value added) and materials. If the

production technology allows materials to be substituted for value added, one must use a more

sophisticated procedure based on measuring changes in the price of materials relative to capital and labor.

However, this too can be done without much difficulty.

Third, the procyclical materials-value added ratio might in fact be driven by unobserved growth in

capital and labor inputs. Materials use is a convenient indicator of cyclical factor utilization because its

input does not have an extra effort or time dimension. This is the idea exploited in the first test of the

paper.

Fourth, it may be the case that the growth of materials input exceeds the growth of totalcapital

and labor input, but only equals the growth of variable capital and labor. There may be a wedge between

the two if production requires overhead capital and labor. If there are substantial overhead inputs of labor

and capital, then one would expect to see materials input grow faster than total inputs of the other factors,

but this would not necessarily imply procyclical utilization of those other factors. Another way of saying

this is that if there is overhead capital and labor (but not materials), productivity might be procyclical

because Hall's hypothesis of increasing returns is correct, but the production function is not homothctic.

The first test proposed in the paper cannot distinguish between increasing returns and cyclical factor

utilization if the increasing returns arc concentrated mostly in the value-added production function and do

not affect equally the gross-output production function. A second test is required, and one is proposed in

the paper.

The major finding of the paper is that both labor hoarding and overhead capital and labor exist

and are extremely important for explaining cyclical changes in productivity in U.S. manufacturing. The

true increase in variable capital and labor input is at least 70 percent greater than the measured increase in

labor hours and the capital stock. About 50 percent of this increase in variable inputs is attributable to the

presence of overhead capital and labor, and the rest is due to procyclical factor utilization. Correcting for

the bias from cyclical capital factor utilization, the degree of returns to scale appears almost exactly

constant. However, the combination of overall constant returns and large fixed costs of production

implies that there must be diminishing returns to the variable inputs. The estimates in the paper suggest

that, for fixed real input prices, marginal costs rise at least 0.2 percent for every one percent increase in

output.

The paper is organized in six sections. Section I presents the method used to measure labor

hoarding, under the assumption that there is no overhead capital and labor. Section II modifies the

method of the previous section to make it robust to a frequently-cited type of non-separability in the

gross-output production function. Section III introduces the test used to discriminate between overhead

inputs and cyclical factor utilization. The data used for the estimation are discussed in Section IV.

Section V presents the results. Section VI concludes with some comments, and indicates directions for

future research.

I. METHOD

I start from an industry-level production function, treating all inputs, including intermediate

goods, symmetrically:

Yi=F(Ki.LiMiT) (1)

Here Y is sectoral gross output (not value-added). K and L are primary inputs of capital and labor, while

M is the quantity of materials input, I assume initially that the production function is homogeneous of

degreey (and hence homothetic) in capital, labor, and intermediate goods. The production function is not

constrained to have constant returns to scale, so y is allowed to be a free parameter.

In what follows, it will sometimes be useful to put some additional structure on the production

function. I shall often assume that gross output is produced using a combination of value added and

materials, where value added is produced by capital, labor, and technology:

Yi =G(V(Kj ,Ti14),H(Mi)). (2)
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Since F was assumed to be homothetic we can, without loss of generality, assume that V and H have

constant returns to scale. I have assumed that technology is labor-augmenting to assure the existence of a

steady state.

Differentiating the production function (1), we find:

FKF L FM
dyi = KK--dki + -- dli + -!dmi + dti (3)

Lower-case letters represent logs of their upper-case counterparts, so all of the quantity variables

in (3) are log differences, or growth rates. The sum of the output elasticities equals the degree of returns

to scale,. The elasticity of output with respect to technology is normalized to 1. Following Hall, I

assume that output is potentially sold with an unknown markup, p. Then we can show that:

equation (6) is just the defining equation for the Solow residual. Estimates of (6) give me the baseline for

my discussion of cyclical productivity.

The major difficulty with interpreting the estimate of yfrom equation (6) as a consistent measure

of returns to scale is that there are good reasons to believe that true inputs of capital and labor are not well

measured by the capital stock and labor hours. This traditional explanation of cyclical productivity argues

that cyclical capital and labor utilization (labor hoarding) make true inputs of capital and labor much more

procyclical than is measured in the data. Clearly, if dxi is measured as being less cyclical than is truly the

case, then the resulting estimate of returns to scale, y, will be biased upward.

The intuition behind this paper is that the available data on materials input make it possible to test

for, and perhaps measure, the existence and extent of unmeasured inputs of materials and labor. The idea

is a simple one: a worker putting in longer hours or more labor effort, or a machine that is being worked

extra shifts, needs more materials in order to create more output. Materials use is a convenient indicator

of cyclical factor utilization because its input does not have an extra effort or time dimension. An hour

worked may represent very different amounts of labor input and a machine may be operated at different

intensities, but a nail, a sheet of steel, or a piece of lumber always makes the same contribution to output:

no amount of coaxing can make one nut fit on two bolts.

If capital and labor input are measured with cyclical errors, but materials input is free of such

errors, we need to derive the relationship between the true (unmeasured) inputs of capital and labor and

the measured input of materials. For this purpose, it will be useful to consider a production function of

the type specified in equation (2).

For simplicity, I specialize (2) to the CES production function for gross output:'

Y= [ V('-W + Milo-I f w(-1)

and
PKK + PLL + P M

y= p py

for j= K, L, M (4)

(5)

where the Pi's are the prices of the corresponding inputs and P is the price of output. Crucially, PK must

be defined as the required rate of return to capital or the rental price of capital in a competitive market,

thus excluding observed monopoly profits as part of the required return to capital. As Hall (1988) has

shown, we cannot use the share of each factor in revenue to measure the elasticities in (3). However, we

can use (4) to eliminate the markup from the total differential of output. We find:

dy1 = f[a dli + t4 dki+(1 - z - ak) dmi]+ dt1

=ydxi-+-dt;. (6)

where a! and a are the shares of labor and capital in total casts (not revenue). dxi is a cost-weighted sum

of the growth rates of the various inputs. Intuitively, equation (6) says that the growth rate of output

equals the growth of the three inputs, each multiplied by the elasticity of production with respect to that

input and the degree of returns to scale, plus the contribution of productivity shocks. If there are constant

returns to scale and perfect competition - so that the cost shares are also revenue shares and y= 1 - then

where (7)

Vi = V(Kj,T1 L4),

5 Since all the estimation will be done in growth rates, one can alternatively view the CES assumption as being
simply a first-order log-linear approximation to any production function like (2).
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and a 20 is the elasticity of substitution between value-added and materials.6 Two reference values for a

are the Leontief case where materials are used in strict proportion to output (o=0), and the Cobb-Douglas

case with unit elasticity of substitution (a= 1).

The first-order conditions for cost minimization imply that

V./G p
(8)

where Pis the industry-specific cost of producing value added fora given technology (a Divisia index of

the underlying prices of capital and labor input), and 1" is the price of materials, now allowed to vary by

industry. Equation (8) implies that the growth rate of value-added equals the growth rate of materials,

plus a substitution term that depends on the growth rate of the relative price of value added to materials

and on the elasticity of substitution between the two inputs:

dyi=T[dmi-t(o+a)(di"-dp")] - ii (12)

dvj = dmi - adin3 (9)

*dmi - a(dp * -dpm*'

where dp* and dpf are the true changes in the prices of value added and materials.
7

Assume that value-added is correctly defined as a Divisia index.8,9 Then we have that

Equation (12) expresses the basic idea of the paper. In the absence of labor hoarding, estimates of

(6) and (12) should yield the same estimate of y. If, however, there is labor hoarding, then the estimate of

returns to scale from (12) should be significantly smaller than those from (6), which are biased upward by

the presence of unmeasured capital and labor inputs. The test is easiest to perform in the Leontief case: if

a = 0 the growth of gross output is just proportional to the growth of materials input, with the constant of

proportionality given by the degree of returns to scale.

However, equation (12) shows that if the production function allows materials to be substituted

for value added, estimating returns to scale properly corrected for labor hoarding depends on measuring

accurately changes in the relative price of value added to materials. There are a number of reasons why

the true costs of inputs may differ from their observed costs. The presence of long-term labor contracts -

which are consistent with labor hoarding and may be either implicit or explicit - imply that the shadow

wage might well differ from the observed wage. In a boom, where workers work longer hours, we would

expect the shadow wage to exceed the observed wage. Also, ina boom the marginal cost of an

"efficiency unit" of labor might well be significantly higher than the average cost. Bils (1987) argues that

the mandated 50 percent overtime premium implies that the marginal wage increases much faster than the

average wage.10 Kydland and Prescott (1988) and Solon, Barsky, and Parker (1992) document the long-

standing conjecture that the real wage is more procyclical than it appears because the marginal workers

hired in an upturn have lower human capital than the average employed worker.t' The true cost of capital

may also be more cyclical than measured, especially if there is a significant pure user cost component -

that is, if depreciation is related to use. Both of these considerations would argue that cyclical changes in

dpi should be greater than measured. On the other hand, Carlton (1983, 1987) has argued that delivery

lags and other reductions of service in upturns greatly increase the effective price of manufactured

10 However, Trejo (1991) argues that these legally mandated overtime payments are not allocative, since most of
them are offset by compensating changes in the base wage.
11 The data set that I use controls for composition bias by weighting each type of laborinput by its marginal product
(as inferred from its relative wage). A similar procedure is used for capital and materials inputs. See Section II and
the Appendix for a fuller description.

(dli+ dti)+ a1 dki

I i

(10)

which implies

o dli+a di = (o+a;dmi - a(a +a d) (clp * -dp")- a dt. (11)

Substituting equation (11) into equation (6) gives

6 Since we know that H(M) in equation (2) has constant returns, H must be linear in M, and by an appropriate
choice of units we can set the coefficient to one.
7 Here I leave open the possibility that the true prices of capital, labor, and materials are unobserved. This
possibility is pursued below.
8 Note thatI have used cost shares, rather than the commonly used revenue shares, to define the Divisia index of
value added. In cases when there is a difference between the two, the cost shares are the appropriate measure of the
elasticity of output with respect to each input.
9 In practice, the index of value added is usually calculated using the discrete-time Tornquist approximation to the
continuous-time Divisia index. This procedure is exact if the production function is translog. See Diewert (1976).
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intermediate goods. These factors would argue that dp"'* should also be more positive than measured. I

assume that the percent change in the true price of each input is a multiple of the observed change:

dpf=d, forj=v,m

where pm, sv are parameters. If the effects identified by Carlton are sufficiently important, ("'may

exceed (3 by so much that the true relative price of materials to value added may be procyclical even if

the measured price is countercyclical.'2

Substituting the hypothesized relationship between the true and observed prices in equation (12)

gives the first basic estimating equation of the paper

dy=y[dmj-a(o+a)(ovdp p mdpm) ]+vi (13)

where v is just the composite error term defined in (12). Note that if p3v =|0n, changing s is equivalent to

changing the elasticity of substitution between materials and value added.

The simplest and most direct test of the labor hoarding hypothesis comes from the Leontief case:

if a = 0 then materials are used in strict proportion to value added, and the growth of gross output depends

only on the growth of materials and on the degree of returns to scale. If the estimate of yfrom equation

(6) is significantly smaller than that from (13), we can infer that there is labor hoarding.

If, however, materials are substitutable for capital and labor, then equation (13) shows that the

estimate of returns to scale must also include a correction for cyclical changes in the relative price of

materials; we must incorporate a substitution term into the estimation. Here, however, there is a problem

with unobservables. We do not directly observe the elasticity of substitution. Nor do we necessarily

observe the true change in the relative price of value added (P times the observed change). The first

strategy I follow is to take reasonable baseline values for each of these parameters and then experiment

with changing their values over a plausible range. Second, I simply estimate the unknown parameters

(actually, the product of a and the 3's, since they cannot be identified separately from (13)).

12 Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989, Table 4) argue that materials prices are strongly procyclical relative to labor
costs, which are the main cost of producing value added. I return to this issue in Section V.

Suppose, however, that we do not wish simply to test the hypothesis that labor hoarding exists,

but also to measure its extent. It is intuitively plausible that the extent of labor hoarding can be inferred

by comparing the sizes of the estimated'(s from equations (6) and (13). Under a particular simple

parameterization of cyclical factor utilization (essentially cyclical utilization qua measurement error) this

is in fact true. In the first appendix I discuss the conditions under which this parameterization may be

reasonable.

Suppose that the true growth rate of capital and labor is a multiple of the observed growth rate:

dj*=xdj forj=k,1

where xis greater than 1. The intuition for this relationship is that inputs of capital and labor have both an

observed time component (the number of labor hours, for example) and an unobserved intensity

component (an effort index corresponding to work per labor hour). For the labor hoarding story to be

sensible, variations along both the extensive and the intensive margin must be costly to the firm:

variations in labor hours because of hiring and firing costs and shift premia, and variations in labor effort

because workers must be compensated for the (presumably) increasing marginal disutility of work

intensity. It seems reasonable, therefore, that in response to an unexpected shock to demand, firms will

increase both the number of labor hours used and work per hour, leading to a relationship between the true

input of labor and the observed input of labor hours similar to the one hypothesized above.13

Under this relationship between true and observed inputs, we can use equations (6) and (9) to

show that the probability limit of y from estimating (6) (denoted ̂ f) exceeds the true yeven when the

endogeneity of inputs in response to technology shocks (the "transmission problem") is solved by

instrumenting:

plim (f) = l++(x-l) av(l +x(1 " av))(ar+ x(1- a v))2
(14)

13 1 have assumed that the mismeasurement parameter is the same for both capital and labor. This may be
reasonable depending on the degree of complementarity between capital and labor in production. For example, ifintensity of labor effort is related to line speed in manufacturing, it is clear that capital and labor effort must be
increased simultaneously and by the same degree. On the other hand, if capital and labor can be worked
independently, there is no reason for the same mismeasurement parameter to apply to both capital and labor. In that
case, the X estimated from the data will be a weighted average of the parameters for capital and labor, where the
weights are the cost shares of each input. This issue is discussed further in Appendix I; Sbordone (1993) justifies asimilar approach ina dynamic model.
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where arv.czk + d is the share of value added in total cost and is taken to be a constant. Intuitively,

equation (14) shows that the extent of the bias depends on the average degree to which the true input of

value added exceeds the measured input (x -1), and the use of value added in production, v W.If Z=I or

if av =0, then there is no bias. As argued above, we can obtain a consistent estimate of the true y by

estimating equation (13), and of course the estimate of equation (6) provides the baseline value for the

biased y. Inserting the estimates of yfrom (6) and (13) into (14) will then allow us to infer the average

extent of labor hoarding, as measured by x, The results are reported in Section V.

11. PROBLEMS WITH A VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTION FUNCTION

Much of the empirical literature estimating production functions from gross-output data tests and

rejects the conditions needed for the existence of a value-added function: see, e.g. Jorgenson, Gollop, and

Fraumeni (1987). Of course, once one admits that the data upon which this estimation is based contains

systematic cyclical errors, it is difficult to know how one should interpret the rejection of the necessary

separability conditions. But the intuition for the rejection is not difficult to understand. A production

function like (2) requires that the elasticity of substitution between materials and labor have the same sign

as the elasticity of substitution between materials and capital. The reason is that materials cannot interact

with capital and labor separately but only jointly through the value-added production function V. The

sign of the elasticity of substitution between materials and either capital or labor must be the same as that

of the elasticity of substitution between materials and value added.

The separability restriction is typically rejected because energy use, which is one component of

overall materials consumption, is generally found to be a complement with respect to capital, but a

substitute for labor. However, taking the nonseparability of energy into account, it is reasonable to

assume that non-energy inputs can be separated from inputs of all the other factors: capital, labor, and

energy. While cheap oil may lead to production using more machines and fewer workers, and expensive

energy lead firms to economize on machines and use more labor, in either case one needs a certain

amount of raw materials to create output. Under this new separability assumption, we can write (2) as:

Yj =G(V(Ki, Ej, TiL 4),H(Ni)). (2')

where E is the input of energy and N is all non-energy materials input. In this caseVno longer has the

interpretation of value added, but the essential idea of exploiting the relationship between V and H

remains unchanged. Following a sequence of steps exactly analogous to those detailed in Section II, we

can show that this new formulation leads to a slightly different estimating equation:

dy; =+vdnj -a +a;+(Z $vdp''-pdpi) +v. (13')

Now the price index for V includes energy while the materials price index does not, and the cost share of

energy is added to the shares of capital and labor. The growth rate of materials is now defined over non-

energy materials only. But this equation is also easy to estimate, and the estimate of yhas just the same

interpretation as before. If we can estimate (13) and (13') without much difference in the results, we can

be reasonably confident that the failure of separability is not a major problem for the approach suggested

here.

Ill. INCREASING RETURNS IN THE VALUE-ADDED FUNCTION

So far, the analysis has proceeded under the assumptions laid out in Section I, notably that the

gross-output production function (F in equation 1) is homothetic. (Actually, we assumed the stronger

condition that F was homogeneous.) Thus, we could assume that both the V and H functions in equation

(2) have constant returns; this was important later for measuring value added in (10).

Suppose, however, that homotheticity does not hold Then it is possible that the V and H

functions do not have constant returns. In particular, it may be the case that the value-added function has

greater returns to scale than the materials function. In this case, we could well have materials growth

exceeding the growth of value added without inferring the existence of cyclical factor utilization: it would

simply be the case that marginal inputs of capital and labor create value added more efficiently than

marginal inputs of intermediate goods create materials input.

It is important to recognize that there are economically relevant cases where the assumption of

homotheticity will not hold. The most interesting is if production requires overhead capital and labor but
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not overhead materials.'4 In this section, I relax the assumption of homotheticity. I assume that the V

function has constant returns in the variable inputs of capital and labor, but allow for the possibility of

overhead capital and labor that lead to increasing returns overall. (Of course, V may have increasing

returns for reasons other than the presence of overhead inputs, and my test will detect these as well. The

existence of overhead inputs is, however, the most compelling reason for increasing returns in the value-

added function.) Under these assumptions, the value-added production function is

Vi = V[(Kj - K*),(Ti (L-L*))] (15)

where K* and L* are overhead inputs of capital and labor. The overall production function continues to

be:

Y = G(Vi,H(Mi)). (2)

Since H and V are not directly observed, one cannot estimate separately the returns to scale of the three

functions G, H, and V. In the previous sections the assumption of a constant homogeneity of G allowed

us to normalize the homogeneity of both V and H to one. By relaxing the assumption that G is

homothetic, we can investigate the relative homogeneities of G and V with respect to H. But one

normalization is still required. Thus, I continue to assume that H has constant returns to scale: that is,

there are no "overhead materials." Neither of the main conclusions of the paper - the extent of cyclical

factor utilization or the true degree of returns to scale - depends on this normalization. The only

inference that is affected is the calculation of the homogeneity of G versus that of H.'
5 

This issue is

discussed further below.

If production is characterized by equations (2) and (15), then, even in the absence of procyclical

factor utilization, a firm would always require smaller percent increases in capital and labor than in

materials to produce extra output - a situation that heretofore has been taken as prima facie evidence of

14 If production requires the same average ratio of overhead to total inputs for all inputs (including materials) then
the production function is again homothetic and the method for detecting variable utilization of capital and labor
presented in Section I is exactly correct.
15 Clearly one cannot distinguish between two models, one saying that firms are very efficient at creating "materials
input" from materials but very inefficient at using "materials input" and value added to create output, and the other
holding that firms are inefficient at creating "materials input" but efficient at using it and value added to create
output.

labor hoarding.'6 In this case, the estimate of yfrom equation (13) would not be the true degree of returns

to scale, but rather would reflect the degree of homogeneity of 0. True returns to scale would be higher

than this estimated ybecause of the presence of increasing returns in the value-added function.

We can distinguish failures of homotheticity from cyclical factor utilization by looking at

dynamic evidence, however. If measured materials growth is greater than measured capital and labor

growth because of labor hoarding, then this should be a temporary phenomenon. Over a long enough

period of time, a shock to demand should not change the ratio of measured capital and labor to materials.

(Another way of saying this is that along a steady-state growth path the degrees of capital and labor

utilization should be stationary variables; this is shown in the first appendix) On the other hand, if there

are increasing returns to scale in the production of value added, a permanent increase in output should

permanently increase the ratio of materials input to capital and labor inputs.'7 This prediction is the basis

of the test developed here.

However, this test is not quite dispositive as it stands. Suppose that there are overhead

requirements of capital and labor and not of materials. Then it is true that if each firm were operating at a

permanently larger scale, the ratio of materials to labor or capital should also change permanently.

However, if the estimation is done with industry data, we may fail to detect this outcome. Suppose the

following story describes industry evolution. Initially, there is a permanent demand shock. Because of

overhead capital and labor, materials input grows faster than capital and labor input. But then, as the

industry makes supernormal profits, new firms enter. Ultimately, the industry returns to long-run

equilibrium with a larger number of firms but the same amount of output per firm. Clearly, the ratio of

capital and labor to materials returns to its long-run value, which might be interpreted as evidence that the

short-run excess growth of materials is driven by labor hoarding.

16 This would also be the case if the value-added function had increasing returns without overhead inputs - that is,
if the sum of the exponents on capital and labor exceeded 1. The method proposed here is equally valid to test that
possibility.
l7 This can be seen by substituting a log-linear approximation of equation (15) into equation (9).
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To avoid this bias in the test proposed above, I examine all of the variables on a per-establishment

basis. With this transformation of the data, we can test the prediction that the average ratio of materials to

capital or labor per firm is unaffected by demand-induced changes in the quantity of output per firm.

To test the prediction, I estimate equations of the form:

dmi - dji = 8(L)dy ' + el for j=k,l, (16)

where y* is the amount of output per establishment, and the dependent variables are (log changes in) the

per-establishment materials-capital and materials-labor ratios. All of the regressions also include an

industry-specific constant, a time trend, a post-1973 dummy, and a trend interacted with the post-1973

dummy. These are meant to control for secular changes in productivity that might change the ratio of

materials to the other inputs, especially labor. The hypothesis to be tested is that 8(1) =0: this is the

hypothesis that there are no overhead inputs of capital and labor.

If we reject this hypothesis, the size of 8(1) provides information about the average ratio of

overhead capital and labor to total inputs of capital and labor.' 8 Using this information, we can then

calculate the percent change in variable capital and labor input for a one percent change in total inputs.

This will tell us how large axwe should expect even in the absence of labor hoarding. Comparing this

with the x computed from estimates of (6) and (13) and equation (14), we can then calculate the fraction

of the increase in the variable inputs that is due to overhead inputs and the fraction-that is due to cyclical

factor utilization. Finally, knowing the ratios of overhead inputs to total inputs (or, more generally, the

degree of homogeneity of V) and also the degree of homogeneity of G (from our estimates of equation

(13) or (13')), we can then calculate the true degree of returns to scale, where "returns to scale" is defined

in the usual fashion: the percent increase in output resulting from a one percent increase in total inputs (as

opposed to a one percent increase in only the variable inputs). If there are overhead inputs this returns to

scale will not be our estimate of y from equation (13). But the estimate of y from (13) is still a very

interesting quantity. Given that it is the degree of homogeneity of G, it answers the question: "What is the

18 The sum of the coefficients 8(1) gives the ratio of overhead capital (labor) to total capital (labor), times the
percent change in materials required to produce one percent more output. The latter quantity is just 1/ y.

percent increase in variable inputs required to produce a one percent increase in output?" Thus, for given

real factor prices, l/y gives the elasticity of marginal cost of production with respect to output.

IV. THE DATA

Performing the tests proposed here requires that we examine the usage of materials relative to

value added, so I obviously need a data set that has data on gross output and materials input, as well as the

usual capital and labor input. I use unpublished data provided by Dale Jorgenson and Barbara Fraumeni

on industry-level inputs and outputs. The data consist of a panel of U.S. manufacturing industries, at

approximately the 2-digit S.I.C. level, for the years 1953-84.19 In the following paragraphs I highlight a

few key features of the data; in the appendix I discuss the underlying sources and methods at greater

length.m For a complete description, see Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987) or Jorgenson (1990).

These sectoral accounts seek to provide accounts that are, to the extent possible, consistent with

the economic theory of production. Output is measured as gross output, and inputs are separated into

capital, labor, energy, and materials. For our purposes, an essential aspect of the data is their inclusion of

intermediate inputs.

Jorgenson's input data are available both with and without an adjustment for input quality.

Without the quality adjustment, the Jorgenson measures of labor and capital input are essentially the

standard ones - hours worked and the capital stock. From the perspective of a firm, however, the

relevant measure of its input of, say, labor is not merely labor hours. The firm also cares about the

relative productivity of different workers. In creating a series for labor input, Jorgenson, Gollop, and

Fraumeni assume that wages are proportional to marginal products. This allows them, in essence, to

calculate quality-adjusted labor input by weighting the hours worked by different types of workers

(distinguished by various demographic and occupational characteristics) by relative wage rates. Note that

19 The only major difference between the industry groupings In the Jorgenson data and the standard 2-digit S.I.C.
classification is that Motor Vehicles (S.I.C. 371) are separated from other transportation equipment (S.I.C. 372-79).
(This is the standard practice of the BLS, though not of the BEA.) Thus, there are 21 manufacturing industries in the
panel rather than the usual 20.
30 The data description and Appendix 2 are slight modifications of their counterparts in Basu and Fernald (1993a).
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the validity of this procedure is unaffected by markup pricing, because markups affect the level of wages,

not relative wages. Hence, labor input can increase either because the number of hours worked increases,

or because the "quality" of those hours increases. Similarly, Jorgenson, Gollop and Fraumeni adjust

inputs of capital and intermediate goods for changes in quality. This quality-adjustment is particularly

important to adjust the wage series for the labor force composition effect stressed by Solon, Barsky, and

Parker (1992).

The Jorgenson data report the quantity of materials purchased per year, not actual materials usage.

Since, as Ramey (1989) documents, materials and work-in-process inventories are procyclical,

substituting materials purchases for usage can bias downward the yestimated from equation (13). Thus I

have modified the Jorgenson data by adjusting the materials data for changes in inventories.21

To estimate the payments to capital, I follow Hall and Jorgenson (1967), Hall (1986,1990), and

Caballero and Lyons (1992), and compute a series for the user cost of capital r. The required payment for

any type of capital is then rPKK, where PKK is the current-dollar value of the stock of this type of capital.

In each sector, I use data on the current value of the 51 types of capital, plus land and inventories,

distinguished by the BEA in constructing the national product accounts. Hence, for each of these 53

assets, I compute the user cost of capital as
_ p (1- ITC' 1g

-is =(+ 8S) s) , s = 1 to 53-.

p is the required rate of return on capital, and 8s is the depreciation rate for this asset. ITC is the

investment tax credit, ,ris the corporate tax rate, and d is the present value of depreciation allowances. I

follow Hall (1986, 1990) in assuming that the required return p equals the dividend yield on the S&P 500.

From Jorgenson and Yun (1990), 1 obtained data on ITC and d that is specific to each type of capital good.

Given required payments to capital, it is then straightforward to calculate the cost shares.

The price series for composite capital and labor input is constructed as a Divisia index from the

underlying quality-adjusted wage series and the series on required payments to capital, where the weights

are the cost shares of capital and labor in value added. The aggregate materials price is similarly

constructed from the underlying energy and non-energy materials price series.

Since input use is likely to be correlated with technology shocks, I seek demand-side instruments

for input use. To solve the "transmission problem" of endogeneity between productivity shocks and input

growth, I use the instruments advocated by Ramey (1989) and Hall (1988) as modified by Caballero and

Lyons (1992): the growth rate of the price of oil deflated by the price of manufacturing durables; the

growth rate of the price of oil deflated by the price of manufacturing nondurables; the growth rate of real

government defence spending; and the political party of the President. I use the current value of each

instrument, as well as one lag of defence spending and the party of the President.

V. RESULTS.

First I estimate equation (6) as it stands, using the measured values of all three inputs. I use

Seemingly Unrelated Regressions to estimate the equations for all the industries together, imposing the

constraint that the degree of returns to scale, y, is equal across industries. The resulting estimate of returns

to scale is shown in Table 1. The estimate is 1.09, indicating statistically significant evidence of

increasing returns to scale. The estimate is also quite large economically, though much smaller than those

reported by Hall (1990). Basu and Fernald (1993a) show that Hall's (1990) very large estimates of yresult
from his inappropriate use of value-added data. Estimates of returns to scale using value-added data are

subject to a number of significant biases that tend to exaggerate the degree of increasing returns.

Next I perform the simplest test of the labor hoarding hypothesis. This corresponds to the case of

a homogeneous production function with Leontief technology in the production of gross output, so that

output growth is just proportional to materials growth. The results are reported in the first column of

Table 2. Here the results are very different. The estimate of yis 0.83. Clearly this is significantly

different, both statistically and economically, from the estimate in Table 1. We can decisively reject the

null hypothesis that variable capital and labor inputs are accurately measured by changes in the capital

22 The Jorgenson data set separates intermediate inputs into energy and non-energy materials. Since this distinction
is often not germane for my purpose, I typically combine both types of inputs into a single Divisia index of materials
input. Naturally, I do not follow this procedure in estimating (13').21 1 am extremely grateful to John Fernald for providing me with the adjusted data.
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stock and labor hours. The calculated y, reported in the second line of Table 2, shows that the true growth

of variable capital and labor is on average 68 percent greater than the measured growth.

Does allowing for the possibility that materials can be substituted for value added change the

conclusion that the unobserved inputs of labor and capital are very large? To see how the estimate of x
changes when we allow for the possibility that firms substitute towards using more materials in a boom, I

now estimate equation (13) allowing for substitution between materials and value added.

In part the outcome of this test depends on whether the price of materials relative to value added

is procyclical. The answer to that question depends on the cyclicality of the relative price of materials. If

the price of materials is less procyclical than real labor (and capital) costs, then firms will use

proportionately more materials in a boom and our measure of unobserved inputs will be an overestimate.

Of course, if materials prices are more procyclical than the cost of producing value added, the reverse will

be true. In the Jorgenson data, I find that the cost of value added relative to the price of materials is

significantly procyclical. The results do not depend on whether "materials" are defined as including

energy; the coefficients are very similar in both cases.

It may be surprising to find that relative materials prices are countercyclical. Conventional

wisdom holds that raw commodities prices are highly procyclical, while the real wage, much the larger

input to the price of value added, is acyclical or only mildly procyclical (Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny,

1989). Both parts of this statement, however, need careful interpretation. While it is true that

commodities prices are volatile and procyclical, raw commodities are only a small fraction of the total

input of intermediate goods. Since "materials" are correctly classified by use and not by type of good, an

industry's materials input includes all of its purchases from other industries (and from itself). For

example, Boeing's purchase of a computer to fit into its newest jet is a purchase of an intermediate good,

although a computer is typically classified as a high-technology finished good. The Jorgenson data set

uses the input-output tables for the U.S. to incorporate such purchases into the definition of materials,

along with more conventional materials inputs like raw commodities. Second, when one takes account of

the composition bias in labor input pointed out by Solon, Barsky, and Parker (1992) and others, real

wages become much more procyclical. The labor cost data that are used for the estimation are adjusted for

the fact that labor quality is highly countercyclical, making the cost of an efficiency unit of labor strongly

procyclical. These two considerations together lead to the finding that materials prices are countercyclical

relative to capital and labor costs. However, it should be emphasized that while the data set corrects for

one significant source of error, the cyclical composition bias of labor (and other inputs), it does not correct

for the factors emphasized by Carlton that would work in the other direction, increasing the effective price

of materials in a boom. It seems best to allow the data to speak on the issue of whether the effective price

is more cyclical than the observed price; this is one of the strategies that I follow below.

First I follow the strategy of assuming plausible parameter values. Since the effect of allowing

for substitution between materials and value added depends on the size of a, the major question, of

course, is the right a to assume. Rotemberg and Woodford (1992, Appendix) use a version of equation

(9) to estimate the elasticity of substitution. They find a = 0.7. Bruno (1984) surveys a number of papers

and reports a consensus range for a of 0.3-0.4.3 Clearly, cyclical changes in the relative price of

materials can overturn the initial findings only if a is relatively large. Therefore, since the bias from an

overestimate works against the results of the paper, I use 0.7 as the baseline value of a.

I estimate (13) for two non-zero values of a: a = 0.7, and the Cobb-Douglas case with unit

elasticity of substitution, a = 1. I use the average share of value added over the sample period, and the

observed change in the ratio of the cost of value added to the price of materials.24 Note that for non-zero

values of a, one must also choose values of the 's. One way of regarding the estimates for a=1 is that

they reflect an elasticity of substitution of 0.7, but allow the true relative price of value-added to be 1.4

times as cyclical as the data indicate.

The estimates for the non-zero value of a are in the second and third columns of Table 2. There

is almost no change in the estimated Ys when we allow for substitution: the estimates are 0.83 and 0.84,

23 Of course, the data these papers use for their estimation may be flawed because of cyclical measurement error.
The presence of labor hoarding would tend to bias upward the estimate of the elasticity of substitution, since in the
data one sees output growth being accompanied by low capital and labor growth but high materials growth, implying
a high degree of substitution of materials for capital and labor. As I have argued here, the better interpretation of
that observation is that the increase in materials growth is accompanied by unobserved increases in the growth of
variable capital and labor inputs. So the cited elasticities of substitution should be regarded as upper bounds.
24 Since (13) is a log-linear approximation that holds for small deviations from the steady-state growth path, one
should in fact use the average shares to weight price changes. The results are basically unaffected by the choice of
contemporaneous versus average shares.
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depending on the value of a. Based on these estimates, the true growth of variable capital and labor

inputs is between 63 percent and 68 percent greater than the measured growth of these inputs. For

plausible parameter values, the results are barely sensitive to variations in the parameters governing

substitution between value added and materials. So even when we allow for the possibility that materials

can be substituted for value added, we obtain the preliminary result that the economy is characterized by a

considerable degree of cyclical factor utilization.

Next, in Table 3, I present estimates of equation (13'), which controls for the most common

problem with the existence of a value-added function. By separating energy from non-energy materials

inputs, we allow capital and energy to be complements while labor and energy may be substitutes. The

estimates of yfrom this specification are even smaller than those in Table 2, implying even higher

estimates of unmeasured factor inputs. It is clear that the results are not being driven by this type of non-

separability.

Finally, rather than trying to impose reasonable values of aand A I estimate them. This is

particularly important because it allows the data to speak on the issue of whether the true changes in the

prices of materials and value added are more or less cyclical than the observed changes. The results are

found in the first line of Table 4. They confirm the hypothesis of unmeasured factor inputs and Carlton's

conjecture that the effective price of materials is very procyclical: when we do not impose a priori values

of aand A, the regression chooses p m to be large relative to s", and hence the degree of returns to scale to

be smaller than even in the case when a was constrained to be zero. As noted previously, the

interpretation of a large pm is that the effective price of materials is much more procyclical than observed:

that is to say, the effects suggested by Carlton are relatively more important. This is reasonable, because

the price of value added computed from the data already contains a correction for the major bias identified

in the literature, the cyclical change in the composition of the labor force. Thus, the major omitted factor

that the regression estimates is the change in the effective price of materials. So it appears that the

conventional wisdom may be right after all - the price of materials may be procyclical relative to the

price of capital and labor - but not for the reasons usually given. These results imply an even greater

degree of labor hoarding than previously found, strengthening the findings of the paper. The estimate of y

using materials and energy is 0.75. So allowing for substitution, the estimated degree of variable factor

utilization actually rises. The second line of Table 4 shows that the same is true when we allow for the

possibility that the value-added production function is not separable and include energy as one of the

inputs to the production of V.

The next possibility to examine is whether much of this unmeasured increase in variable inputs is

driven by the presence of large overhead inputs. An noted above, if there are large overhead inputs of

capital and labor, then a one percent increase in total input represents a much greater than one percent

increase in the variable input. Assuming that materials input is proportional to the variable input of

capital and labor, we would see large increases in materials input without equal increases in capital and

labor input. But it would not be correct to infer that the increase in materials relative to labor and capital

signals unmeasured factor utilization; this observation might be consistent with having the variable inputs

of all three factors increasing at the same rate.

As argued in Section III, the way to test for this possibility is to use dynamic evidence from

estimating an equation like (16), and see whether the materials to labor ratio and materials to capital ratio

change permanently in response to a permanent, demand-driven shock to per-firm output. I use the

current and six lags of output growth as the right-hand-side variables in (16). To estimate the 8's

parsimoniously and with fewer collinearity problems, I use a polynomial distributed lag of the type

proposed by Almon (1962). I do not impose endpoint restrictions because, as Dhrymes (1971) points out,

these are restrictions not just on the first or last S's, but through them on the coefficients of the lag

polynomial, and hence on all the other 8's as well.

Estimates of equation (16) for changes in the materials/labor and the materials/capital ratios are

found in Table 5. I have recovered the 8's from the estimated coefficients of the lag polynomial and listed

them, along with the associated standard errors. The test statistics for the hypothesis that 8(1) = 0 are

reported in the last line. For both ratios, the hypothesis is rejected at any reasonable significance level.

This result shows that our conjecture was justified: some of the unmeasured increase in variable

inputs does indeed come from the presence of overhead capital and labor. We can ask if the amount of

overhead inputs implied by the estimates in Table 5 are sufficient to explain the results obtained earlier in
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Tables 2-4. The sum of the coefficients in the first column gives the average ratio of overhead capital to

total capital times the percent change in materials input required to increase output by one percent.

Taking our estimates from Table 2 as the benchmark, we know that a one percent increase in output

requires an increase of approximately 1.2 percent in materials input. This then implies that overhead

capital averages about 44 percent of the total capital stock in manufacturing, while overhead labor is about

31 percent of the total labor force.25 These figures imply that on average, about 50 percent of the

unmeasured growth in variable inputs can be attributed to overhead factors. So from overhead factors

alone, we would expect to see a yZof about 1.50. But the results of Tables 2-4 imply values of X that are

distinctly higher, with a minimum of 1.63 and a median value of 1.83. Thus, while overhead labor is a

major cause for the finding that materials growth exceeds the growth of capital and labor inputs, cyclical

factor utilization also seems to play a significant role in the explanation of procyclical productivity.

Finally, given the average ratios of overhead capital and labor to total inputs of these factors, we

can calculate the degree of returns to scale. We use the average cost share of each input as the measure of

its relative output elasticity, and multiply that by a yof 0.83 to convert that to an absolute output elasticity.

This calculation gives a returns to scale parameter of 0.98 - very close to constant returns. But the

homogeneity of G is 0.83 - significantly less than 1- indicating that there are increasing marginal

costs. (Indeed, marginal costs must be increasing in order for locally constant returns to scale to coexist

with large overhead inputs.) As noted above, for constant input prices, the elasticity of marginal cost with

respect to output is about 1.2. This conclusion, however, as well as the calculation of the ratios of

overhead to total capital and labor, depends on the assumption that there are no overhead materials. If

there were overhead materials, the homogeneity of G would be smaller (implying a steeper marginal cost

curve), and the ratios of overhead capital and labor to total capital and labor would be those calculated

25 One should note that the problems with measuring long-run changes in capital input are severe, since estimates
of the real capital stock rely on estimated rates of depreciation (or, equivalently, of embodied technological progress)
that are very uncertain. Gordon (1990) argues that, over roughly the sample period of this paper, the growth of real
capital input is understated by using official figures that do not correct properly for quality improvements in
equipment. Gordon's findings may well imply that the ratio of overhead to total capital is smaller than calculated.

plus the ratio of overhead to total materials. But none of these adjustments would affect the central

calculations of the paper: the true returns to scale, or the extent of labor hoarding.

VI. CONCLUSION

It has long been argued that overhead inputs and cyclical factor utilization are important for

explaining procyclical productivity. Here I present two simple and direct tests of these hypotheses, and a

way of measuring their relative importance as explanations of cyclical productivity. I find that both are

very important. My estimates suggest that the true input of variable capital and labor inputs grows

between 70 and 120 percent faster than one would calculate from changes in labor hours and the capital

stock. About 50 percent of this increase is due to the presence of overhead capital and labor, while the

rest can be attributed to procyclical factor utilization. Based on these results, I calculate that the true

degree of returns to scale is almost exactly one, a far cry from the very large returns to scale reported by

Hall (1990). It is true that I find larger returns to scale in the value-added function, which may explain

some of the gap between my results and those of Hall, who uses value-added data. However, since firms

produce and sell actual output not real value added, which is an economic index number without physical

interpretation, it is the smaller estimate of returns to scale that seems relevant for most economic

purposes.

The combination of constant returns and overhead inputs implies that there must be diminishing

returns to the variable factors of production. This is indeed true. Based on the assumption that all of

materials input is variable, I find that the production function is homogeneous of about degree 0.83 in

variable inputs, i.e. the elasticity of marginal cost with respect to output is about 1.2. If some of the total

materials input is a fixed cost then total overhead inputs are larger, and the marginal cost curve is even

steeper.

These findings resolve some puzzles and raise others. They provide an explanation of cyclical

productivity that draws upon some elements of Hall's hypothesis - there are increasing returns, but only

in the production of value added - and combines them with the older story of procyclical factor
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utilization. As a result, overall returns to scale are approximately constant. Since there are approximately

constant returns, equation (5) implies that the markup of price over marginal cost must be approximately

equal to the profit rate. The data used to construct the cost shares imply that total costs are about 90

percent of total revenue, which means that the markup must be about 1.10. This is very close to the

markup of 1.15 estimated by Basu and Fernald (1993a), using completely different methods. These

findings - constant returns, small markups, and cyclical factor utilization - are quite different than

those of Hall (1988, 1990) and his followers, and much more consistent with a traditional view of

production technology and competitive structure.

Some puzzles remain, however. Chief among them is the question of why there are diminishing

returns in the variable inputs: why, absent increases in factor prices, should marginal costs of production

increase with output? Second, if there are indeed increasing marginal costs, why is there not stronger

evidence of production smoothing? Miron and Zeldes (1988) and Ramey (1991) fail to find evidence of

production smoothing in the data at either seasonal or cyclical frequencies. However, Fair (1989) and

Krane and Braun (1991) notes that there is evidence of production smoothing once one examines data on

physical quantities.

There is reason to believe that cyclical factor utilization and production smoothing are closely

linked issues. In the empirical literature on capacity utilization (e.g. Shapiro, 1993), one often finds the

puzzling result that estimated shift premia, presumed to be the major cost of utilizing capacity more fully,

are not very large. A limited number of studies have also failed to find much evidence that economic

depreciation is related to use (e.g. Hulten and Wykoff, 1981). But absent either of these costs, one cannot

explain the low degree of capacity utilization in a perfectly competitive setting. A competitive firm takes

price as given, and absent increasing costs of utilization, should be willing to use its capacity fully at all

times. Imperfect competition can help explain this paradox: an imperfectly competitive firm, even one

with low marginal cost of increasing capacity utilization, will not necessarily produce to the full extent of

its (given) capacity lest it drive down the price of its product. But even the imperfectly competitive firm

should minimize costs over the long horizon, when capacity is itself a choice variable: if the firm finds

itself carrying too much capacity on average, it should reduce the size of its capital stock and its labor

force, and use inventories to smooth production. So even the imperfect competition explanation for low

capacity utilization must rest on an assumption or finding that it is very costly to hold inventories. If

holding inventories is costly, however, then under uncertainty it may pay the imperfectly competitive firm

to hold excess capacity on average. If there are large profits tobe had at times of high demand, and

production smoothing is not cost effective, it may pay a firm to utilize capacity fully only in rare cases,

even if the marginal cost of capacity utilization is not high. This story suggests, however, that if there is

imperfect competition in product markets, we can explain large cyclical variations in utilization based not

on increasing marginal costs of utilization, but on the uncertainty of demand, the cost of carrying

inventories, and the fear of spoiling one's market. At the least, it suggests that capacity utilization, costs

of investment in capital and labor, costs of changing the work intensity of capital and labor, the cost of

carrying inventories, motives for smoothing or bunching production, and imperfect competition in product

markets all interact in a complex way over the business cycle, and explaining cyclical factor utilization is

likely to require an investigation of all these issues.
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APPENDIX 1: THE DYNAMICS OF LABOR HOARDING

In this appendix I discuss briefly the implications of a simple dynamic model of capacity

utilization for the type of estimation in the paper and for the general issue of labor hoarding.

Assume that imperfectly competitive firms maximize the present discounted value of future cash

flows:

Maxfelt [P(Y)Y- w(E)L - PmM - X (1+ () - I (1+ $s())]dt (Al)

capital stock and labor hours - and U and E with the unobservable inputs. Given that L therefore

represents worker hours and not the number of workers, the use of a single adjustment cost function for L

implicitly assumes that the cost of adjusting hours by changing of the number of workers -hiring and

firing costs -- equals the cost of changing the number of hours per worker - perhaps due to shift premia.

In general, one would want to distinguish the factors influencing a firm's decision to employ more

workers from those prompting it to work each employee longer hours. Finally, I have allowed for

imperfectly competitive behavior, but assumed that at every instant the firm acts like a static monopolist;

this abstracts from considerations of dynamic monopoly (see Tirole, 1988, ch. 1) or supergames in

markets with a number of imperfectly competitive firms (Green and Porter, 1984; Rotemberg and Saloner,

1986).

Solving the maximization problem yields five static first order conditions, two Euler equations for

the state variables, and'a pair of associated transversality conditions. I use the first order conditions to

describe the solution to the problem, focusing on the relation between unobserved capacity utilization and

observable changes in the quantities of the associated inputs. They are:

U = a r(A6)

subject to

Y = F(KU, EL, M)

dKd= I-8(U)K

-=X-sL

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

Ko, Lo given. (AS)

K, L, M, U, and E are, respectively, capital, labor (hours), materials, the degree of capital utilization, and

the work intensity of labor. w(E) isthe wage paid per unit of labor, where the wage depends on the

degree of labor effort required. 8(U) is the depreciation rate of capital, which depends on the intensity of

use; the penalty for greater capacity utilization is faster depreciation. The functions epand $ represent the

adjustment costs of labor and capital. We assume w'>0, w">0, 8>0,S">0, 2q'+ ep">0, and 2$''+

K$>0. PMis the price of materials. s is the exogenous separation rate of workers. The production

function F is not constrained to have constant returns to scale, although it is taken to have diminishing

marginal product in all three inputs. I assume the conditions on the production function and the elasticity

of demand necessary to ensure that the profit-maximization problem is well-defined.

A few points about problem (Al-AS) are worth noticing. First, it assumes that capital and labor

utilization can be varied independently. In certain situations this may not be an appropriate assumption;

one can then add an additional constraint that E=U. Second, for the purposes of comparing the results of

the derivations here to the setup of the paper, I have identified K and L with the observable inputs - the

E = -

= c(q)

S= d(k)

= feS(x - t) FKU + () 2 ')] dx

t -(r+')x - t) CFE - W + e' ) dx

(A7)

(AS)

(A9)

(AlO)

(All)

where p is the markup of price over marginal cost. The assumptions made above ensure that the functions

a, b, c, and d are increasing in their arguments.
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This simple model provides several insights about the relationship between labor hoarding and

observed changes in inputs. We focus first on the conditions governing labor utilization and changes in

labor hours, equations (A7), (A9), and A(I1). The first equation says that the decision to utilize labor

more intensively is a function only of the current marginal revenue product of labor. The investment

decision, on the other hand, concerns a state variable, and so is based on the present discounted value of

an unit of labor. So there need not be a relationship between labor utilization and labor hours: an

instantaneous shock to the current marginal revenue product of labor that is of finite size will lead the firm

to increase labor effort instantaneously but not increase its stock of workers, since the expected present

value of a worker does not change in response to the momentary shock. And there can certainly be

changes in the value of an "installed worker" - equation (A11) shows that one likely source is changes in

the time path of expected wage payments - that do not change the rate of labor effort demanded.

Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that shocks will, on average, change both the current marginal revenue

product of labor and the present value of an hour of labor in the same direction, leading to the relationship

between observed hours and unobserved effort of the type hypothesized in the paper.26

One cannot be so sanguine when it comes to capital utilization, however. Equations (A8) and

(Al0) show that investment in physical capital has much the same determinants as investment in labor.

However, (A6) shows that the capital utilization decision differs significantly from its counterpart for

labor. The difference is that the shadow value of installed capital, q, enters the utilization decision. In

fact, ceteris paribus, an increase in q increases investment but decreases capital utilization. The intuition

is straightforward; an increase in q that is not accompanied by an increase in the current marginal revenue

product of labor means that capital will be more valuable in the future than it is today. Since the cost of

using capital more intensively is that it depreciates faster, an increase in the anticipated value of capital

should lead firms to decrease capital utilization and save their capital stock for the future. An analogous

situation does not arise with labor because we take the separation rate of workers to be independent of the

26 1 should emphasize that this is true only for unanticipated shocks. An anticipated shock to the marginal revenue
product of labor that is expected to last for some non-infinitesimal length of time will cause the firm to start hiring
workers from the time it receives that information. But as the number of workers rises, the marginal product of labor
will fall, and the firm will tend to actually decrease the degree of utilization of labor.

labor effort the employer demands.27 
The negative relationship between capital utilization and q is a

problem for the method of the paper, which assumes that observable physical investment and

unobservable capital utilization move together. There are certainly shocks for which this is true: if

changes in the marginal revenue product of capital arc mostly unanticipated and temporary (but not

instantaneous), then it is likely that investment and utilization will move together. But this is by no means

guaranteed.

So far, however, we have treated the utilization rates of capital and labor as independent decision

variables for the firm. But if the two are linked so that it is not possible to change one without changing

the other, then the single utilization rate will be more heavily influenced by current factors (since the labor

utilization decision depends only on the current marginal revenue product), and it is more likely that the

utilization rate, physical investment, and labor hours will all move together. This is what is assumed in

the paper.

The appendix has shown that under certain conditions on the timing and sources of shocks, one

can justify the assumption in the paper that labor hoarding and labor hours move together. This provides

some grounds for the parameterization of labor hoarding assumed in Section I. However, even this simple

model shows the limitations modeling labor hoarding and capital utilization as cyclical measurement

error. It also points out a link between observables - investment and labor hours - and unobservables

- capacity utilization and labor intensity. This link can potentially be estimated using a tightly

parameterized structural model. There are formidable difficulties with such a course of action, however,

for the link between the observables and unobservables depends, for a specific shock, on the entire change

in the time path of the marginal revenue products of capital and labor produced by the shock or, on

average, on the stochastic process governing the transmission of shocks. And in the case when the shock

is purely to future marginal products, there need not be any relationship between current utilization and

current investment.

27 Of course, one might imagine that one of the costs of working one's employees too hard is that they will leave
such a "Simon Legree." In that case, the capital and labor utilization decisions would be similar.
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APPENDIX 2: THE JORGENSON DATA SET

The data provided by Jorgenson and Fraumeni are part of Jorgenson's long-term research effort,

with a number of co-authors, aimed at creating a complete set of national accounts for both inputs and

outputs at the level of individual industrial sectors as well as the economy as a whole. Their purpose is to

allow Jorgenson to allocate U.S. economic growth to its sources at the level of individual industries.

Because the goal is to account for growth in production, these data seek to provide measures of inputs and

output that are, to the extent possible, consistent with the economic theory of production. A complete

description of the data is contained in Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987), henceforth referred to as

JGF.

Output is measured as gross output, and inputs are separated into capital, labor, energy, and

materials. Each of these inputs is, in turn, a composite of many more subcategories of these inputs. For

example, capital input includes the contribution of hammers, computers, office buildings, and many others

forms of physical capital. For both national accounting and productivity measurement, an important issue

is how these many subcategories should be combined to form a small, manageable set of categories, in

this case inputs of capital, labor, energy, and materials.

Gross output by industry, in current and constant prices, comes from the Office of Economic

Growth of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The main thing to note is that output is not measured as value

added. From the perspective of a firm or industry, the proper measure of output is gross output, so that

intermediate inputs are treated symmetrically with primary inputs. Value added by industry, as published

in the National Income and Product Accounts, is useful for national accounting, since it sums to national

expenditure. It does not, in general, have an interpretation as a measure of output.

Conceptually, JGF divide labor input into hours worked, and average labor quality. NIPA

provides hours worked by industry. From the point of view of a producer, however, the proper measure

of labor input is not merely labor hours: firms also care about the relative productivity of different

workers. Fraumeni and Jorgenson use data from household surveys to disaggregate total hours into hours

worked by different types of workers, categorized by demographic variables such as sex, age, and

education. JGF then assume that workers are paid proportionately to the value of their marginal products.

This assumption allows them to calculate labor input as essentially a weighted sum of the hours worked

by different types of workers, weighting by relative wage rates. For the economy as a whole, labor-input

growth from 1947 to 1985 averaged 1.81 percent; the growth of labor hours averaged 1.18 percent, while

the growth of labor quality averaged 0.63 percent.

JGF measure capital input analogously to labor input, attempting to weight the input of different

types of capital by relative efficiencies. The BEA provides industry data for 27 categories of producer

durables, including trucks and autos, and 23 categories of nonresidential structures. In addition to these,

Jorgenson and Fraumeni include data on the stock of inventories and land by industry. A simple capital

stock measure, with no adjustments for quality, can be calculated as an unweighted sum of the stocks of

all types of capital. As an input measure, this is analogous to labor hours. Capital input from the point of

view of a producer, however, should weight the different types of capital by relative productivities. Just

as we need wage rates to calculate labor input, we require rental rates to calculate capital input. These

rental rates are not directly observed. JGF assume that there are either constant returns and competition or

monopolistic competition, however, so that total payments to capital are observed as property

compensation, a residual after all other factors have been compensated. JGF use this to back out the

implied rental rates for each type of capital, based on knowledge of the stock of each type of capital and

its depreciation rate, as well as tax parameters such as the corporate income tax and investment tax

credits.

Note that the largest determinant of relative rental rates is differences in depreciation rates.

Computers, for example, depreciate at an estimated rate of 27 percent per year, office buildings depreciate

at an estimated rate of 2.5 percent per year. Hence, a one-dollar investment in computers must provide a

higher flow of services than a one-dollar investment in office buildings.

The data on intermediate inputs of energy and materials is the most problematic. Conceptually,

the task is straightforward: for each year, we observe payments to intermediate factors as the difference

between nominal gross output and nominal value-added; we want to divide this nominal intermediate

input into indices of price and quantity. Note that we also observe the output price for each of the types of
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intermediate input, from the gross output price data. Thus, to construct an appropriate deflator for

intermediate goods, we simply need to know how to weight the price of each component of the

intermediate goods index.

The difficulty arises from the low quality of the underlying data: the BEA compiles

comprehensive input-output tables only about every five years (1947, 1958, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1977, and

1982). Intermediate inputs into any sector include inputs from all sectors. As with capital and labor,

these disaggregated inputs should be weighted by marginal productivities in order to calculate a composite

intermediate input. This requires consistent annual input-output tables in current and constant prices. In

brief, for the benchmark years the data are adjusted to make the definitions consistent over time; they are

then aggregated to the 35-industry level. These benchmarks are converted to shares of industry output,

and then these shares are interpolated from benchmark to benchmark. This gives an estimated input-

output table for each year. This then allows us to create an appropriate price deflator for nominal

payments to intermediate factors in each year.

Is it a problem that I use data constructed from these interpolated input-output tables for

regressions at annual frequencies? Probably not. First, the weights on the different components of the

intermediate-goods index do not change much, even over a five to ten year period. Second, even when

the weights on some component do change, they tend to change only gradually. Hence, a linear

interpolation probably provides a reasonable approximation to the true weights.
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Table 3. Estimates of Returns to Scale from Equation (13') [av P= ]

dya = cj + y [dh-po+k~ )d di ] +viTable 1. Estimate of Returns to Scale from Equation (6):

dy = c1 + ydx + dt1

Standard errors in parentheses.

Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 2. Estimates of Returns to Scale from Equation (13) [pv = P]:
dyj= ci + 7[dm, - o akz dpi -dp")]A + v,

Q=0 a =0.7 0W=

Estimate of y 0.83 0.84 0.883
________ (0.017) (0.021) (0.022)

Implied x 1.68 1.63 1.68

Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 4. Estimates of Returns to Scale and the Cyclicality of Prices:

di= c,.t+' tmi - .yp'j[oa .9 .ck)dp ]+.. .upm(s
2 +a4) dp"] + v

Y YOj OT .yvm Implied Implied

Materials and 0.75 0.47 0.80 1.70 2.31

Energy (0.015) (0.064) (0.065) _____

Materials only 0.72 0.40 0.97 2.42 2.75

(0.015) 0.071) 0.___ _____

Standard errors in parentheses.
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*Table S. Test for Constancy of Materials/Labor-Capital Ratio

dm - dj, = c; + d731 + t + d73-t + S(L) dy~

Dependent Variable Dependent Variable

8,0.28 0.57

(0.017) (0.033)

Sl0.036 0.14

_____ (0.012) (0.019)

.s 0.060 -0.084
_____ (0.013) (0.019)
83 -0.048 -0.14
_____ 0.010) 0.017)

84 0.024 -0.11
____ (0.013)(.02

8g 0.072 0.0048

_____ (0.014) (0.020)

830.072 0.11
_____ (0.020) (0.037)

pv)alue for 0.00 00

Standard errors in parentheses.

j =k, 1
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